Sisterhood’s BIRTHDAY GRAMS enables us to wish each other in the community “Happy Birthday” while raising money for our sisterhood, and in turn, the synagogue. BirthdayGrams are $1 each, or 6 for $5.

PRINT your name as you would like it to appear on the greeting, then CIRCLE or HIGHLIGHT the names of those members to whom you wish to send a birthday greeting.

Mail this form and your check (payable to Temple Beth Hillel-Beth El) to the synagogue office, 1001 Remington Rd, Wynnewood 19096, attention BirthdayGrams, by November 15, 2013.

Thank you.

Your Name: _________________________________________________________

Ab -- Fo
Brenda Abrams       Selwyn Berman       Jordana Cooperberg       Scott Elkins
Ben Andelman        Deirdre Bernstein    Alan Dabrow             Gary Erlbaum
Marcia Belman       Allison Blume        Alex Ebel               Gary Fishbein
Aaron Benau         Paul Blumenthal      Jane Eisner             Lisa Fogel
Estelle Benson      Larry Cherry         Howard Elgart           David Fox

Fo -- Ka
Diane Foxman        Judy Gitlin          Jerry Hark              Matt Kamens
Laura Frank         Tony Green           Rita Herskovitz        Richard Kanoff
Stephen Frank       Katie Grinnell      Roda Hersson-Ringskog    Jill Kaplan
Marina Furman       Bruce Grohsgal       Ryan Hoffman            Aliza Karetnick
Derek Gillman       Alan Haber           Alan Iser               Barbara Kaye

Ke -- Or
Peter Kelsen        Ellie Kremer         Meredith Maddox        Nancy Messinger
Naomi Kessler       Harvey Levitan       Joe Magid               Stephanie Metter
Matthew Kirschen    Robert Levy          Richard Marcus         Leslie Molder
Steven Klausner     Sheryl Levy          Luci Markowitz          Itzhak Nissim
Kari Kohn           Scott Lewis          Alisa Maze              Eve Orlow

Pa -- Sc
Lawrence Paul       Mark Raivetz         Janet Rosen            Phyllis Rozner
David Penn          Sharon Raivetz       Marc Rosen             Leonard Samuels
Emily Perlis        Harry Randel         Ruth Rosenberg         Mara Schiffman
Shelly Phillips     Melvin Roat           Meredith Rosner        Dawn Schork
Laurel Portnoe      Elaine Roseman       Judy Ross               David Schwartz

Sc -- Zw
Janet Schwartz      Ellen Spector         Ken Vetter              Judy Weinstein
Diane Selkowitz     Peter Spitzer        Saul Wachs              Lesley Wolf
Aliza Shaya         Nancy Stark           Joshua Warminsly       Dan Zimmerman
Ellen Shechtman     Jake Stuiver         Ernie Watts             Debra Zweben
Neil Shusterman     Rachelle Stuiver      Susie Weinblatt        Howard Zwick
Joe Siegel          Jeff Tigay           Joan Weinryb            Robin Zwick

December Birthday-Gram Orders

December

You can personalize your signature on any line, up to 5 words.
For example, “Mom and Dad” or “Aunt Helen and Uncle Joe”.

You$can$personalize$your$signature$on$any$line,$up$to$5$words.
For$example,$"Mom$and$Dad"$or"Aunt$Helen$and$Uncle$Joe".